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ABSTRACT 

In this study, the concept of non-place/non-lieu was opened up for discussion via the film 

Terminal (Steven Spielberg, 2003, ABD) on the basis of the phenomenon of “place” in 

architecture. The strong relation between the cinema and architectural space has been 

investigated in the relevant literature many times from different perspectives. The film 

Terminal offers an environment to architects to discuss the phenomenon of non-lieu. 

While both the cinema and architecture reinforce people’s existence through their own 

methods, they offer experiences about space by mobilizing all emotions during a visual 

perception. Non-lieus are places are the structures, buildings or spaces that memories 

cannot be accumulated. There are two fundamental qualities belonging to a non-place. 

The first is that being in those spaces almost always occurs as part of a specific goal. The 

second is that the use of those spaces requires guidebooks specific to them.“Non-lieu” is 

a word that is used to refer to places that do not possess a sense of “place”. In his article 

entitled “Non-Places: Introduction to an Anthropology of Supermodernity” (Augé, 1995) 

and in his book bearing the same title, mentions the terms of “nonlieu”- "non-place". 

When analyzing spatial typologies specific to supermodernity, Augé argues that spaces 

such as airports, highways, supermarkets, shopping malls and hotel rooms involve or 

describe “non-lieu”. The Terminal movie is bringing a new approach to the concept of 

nonlieu in architectural approach.  

 

Keywords: Architecture, Cinema, Nonlienu, Non-place,Steven Spielberg, Terminal 

Movie,  

 

INTRODUCTION 

This study is interested in the phenomenon of place, non-place through the movie 

Terminal directed by Steven Spielberg in 2003 (Official web site of the movie). The major 

topic of architecture is space and place. ‘Non-lieu’ is a word used to refer to places that 

do not possess a sense of “place”. French anthropologist, Marc Augé, mentions the terms 

of “nonlieu”- "non-place" in his book (Augé, 1995). The concept of ‘non-lieu’ requires 
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wide approach and deep discussion in architectural perspective, so the movie of 

“Terminal” provides effective medium. Non-lieus are places are the structures, buildings 

or spaces that memories cannot be accumulated. There are two fundamental qualities 

belonging to a non-place. The first is that being in those spaces almost always occurs as 

part of a specific goal. The second is that the use of those spaces requires guidebooks 

specific to them. “Non-lieu” is a word that is used to refer to places that do not possess a 

sense of “place”. In his article entitled “Non-Places: Introduction to an Anthropology of 

Supermodernity” (Augé, 1995) and in his book bearing the same title, the French 

Anthropologist Marc Augé mentions the terms of “nonlieu”- "non-place", which are 

defined as being without a place, non-place or non-space. When analysing spatial 

typologies specific to supermodernity, Augé (1995) argues that spaces such as airports, 

highways, supermarkets, shopping malls and hotel rooms involve or describe “non-lieu”. 

Non-lieus are places such as expressways, cash points and airports or large shopping 

malls that have been built to allow speedy circulation of human beings and commodities.  

 

It is possible to explain a concept with explain the opposite of that like place and non-

place. Thus, it may be a good idea to learn about place in architectural, planning and 

design literature. Genius Loci written by Norberg-Schulz (1980) is important reference to 

understand non-lieu in this approach. The strong relation between the cinema and 

architectural space has been investigated in the relevant literature many times from 

different perspectives. A film is a telegraphic, narrative device, capable of engaging 

critical architectural discourse (Verderber, 2014). The film Terminal offers an 

environment to architects to discuss the phenomenon of non-lieu. While both the cinema 

and architecture reinforce people’s existence through their own methods, they offer 

experiences about space by mobilizing all emotions during a visual perception. 

 

METHOD 

In this study a collective knowledge from anthropology, planning, architecture and 

cinema has been gathered and to construct a new understanding about the Non-Lieu in 

Terminal buildings. For being able to achieve this books and movie that are mentioned in 

Introduction part is used. 

-To discuss “non-lieu” in architecture make a link to “genius- logi” 

-A popular movie “Terminal” directed by Steven Spielberg in 2003 is analysed 

-Each second of the movie has shown a clue about the difference between “being in 

Terminal” that is non-lieu and “living in Terminal” that is being in place.  

- Why the movie “TERMİNAL” is chosen for the concept of Non-lieu’ in architectural 

discussion? Interactions between the cinema and architecture have been investigated in 

the relevant literature many times from different perspectives because these two 
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loci) is a phenomenon that is analysed on the basis of the concepts of “space” and 

“character” (Norberg-Schulz, 1980). According to Norberg-Schulz (1980), since the time 

they came into being, human beings have tended to create places “that demonstrate the 

essence of existence”. According to Schulz (1980) again, spaces are specified with 

prepositions whereas places are specified with names. In other words, spaces stand out 

with topological relationships whereas places stand out with the meanings of names. The 

organic connection between space and place originates from the spirit of place (genius 

loci). Explaining the phenomenon of place through “residing/dwelling”, Heidegger (1971) 

states that throughout their lives, human beings create places where they can reside 

safely using the distance between the sky and the earth. The criterion of the concept of 

“place” sometimes describes a building and sometimes an internal space or a city square. 

 

In the analysis, the space is a three-dimensional organization of elements constituting a 

place whereas character is the atmosphere of that place. With the spirit and physique 

and the abstract aspects of mathematical sciences it involves, the place contains different 

dimensions beyond the space it deals with. While the “space” can be defined with 

reference to its physical characteristics, the place is unique and special. Any living 

environment that can satisfy all requirements and special sensations of the user in fact 

describes a clime called “aura” or “atmosphere” and creates a sense of place (Aydınlı 

2003). The “place” is in fact the space where one lives and which requires an intuitive 

comprehension. Objective data captured intuitively in the living space constantly change 

and undergo transformation. In short, the concept of place contains the concept of space 

within it. The place is the energy which the space possesses. This energy carries all kinds 

of data, physical, cultural and individual history and inputs belonging to the environment. 

Although space may resemble one another as a result of the way they are organized and 

arranged, they are unique in terms of the energies they possess.   

 

“Non-lieu” is a word that is used to refer to places that do not possess a sense of “place”. 

The first to use the notion of the ‘non-place’ was the urban planner Melvin M. Webber 

(1964) in his paper. “The Urban Place and the NonPlace Urban Realm. Over the last two 

decades, non-places and phenomena related to them have only proliferated as for 

instance the number of airlines and destinations, parking lots and gigantic shopping 

centres has significantly increased(Mirjam et all 2015).In his article entitled “Non-Places: 

Introduction to an Anthropology of Supermodernity” (Augé, 1995)and in his book bearing 

the same title, the French anthropologist Marc Augé mentions the terms of “nonlieu”- 

"non-place", which are defined as being non-place or non-space. One of the most 

effective ways of explaining a phenomenon on a conceptual level is to refer to the 

antonym of that concept. Understanding the concept of “place” would be an effective way 
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homeland of one’s own/statelessness. If, through a stark understanding, technology-

supported hangar-like boxes come to one’s mind at the mention of the phrase non-lieu 

and if one, with an ideological leaning, tries to explain this term through the term 

popular culture, it is impossible to find a common ground in the debate, whatever our 

preferences are. Therefore, one should avoid reductionist approaches when it comes to 

analysis and theory. As far as the visual experience is concerned in the cinema, 

especially when one takes into consideration the script and the setting of the film 

Terminal, it is possible to see the transformation of a volume which is regarded as “non-

lieu” space by general standards into a psycho-social field defended by human factor.   

Spaces that arouse a sense of place are ones where a mode of “being well” felt in 

intellectual and perceptual dimensions prevails. By transforming the Terminal, which is a 

non-lieu, into a “home”, Victor Navorski demonstrated that the parameter called function 

was indeed the objective dimension of architecture and what was important was the 

intuitive and perceptual dimension. The sense of place emerges through dialectic that 

constructs perceptual experience and is in fact entirely experiential. In this framework, 

there are theoreticians who find spaces without a sense of place called “non-lieu” 

positive. It is argued that a sense of place pushes people to conservatism whereas 

homelessness paves the way for being open to new ideas. These points of views will 

usher in new understandings of architecture when architects question anew the rules 

they assume they know. 
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